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Walls. If the walls are not satisfactory they can be improved
by means of paint or wall paper. Paint dealers give directions for
preparing walls and applying the paint or wall paper. Either one
can be applied by amateurs with surpisingly good results. Certain
hot- or cold-water paints can be applied over wall paper, paint,
or wood, and they are comparatively inexpensive. Flat oil paint is
more durable but it costs more and cannot be applied so quickly.
Wall paper for a small room can be obtained for a few dollars.
Solid colors are easiest to use but they show imperfect surfaces
more than patterned wall papers. A flowery bedroom type of
design should be avoided; one stronger in character with stripes,
plaids, or dots is preferable. Prepasted wall papers and washable
wall papers are now obtainable.
Floor. First the floor should be well cleaned. If it is unsatis-
factory it should be painted with a good floor enamel. With a
large rug, naturally only the edges need be painted.
Furnishings
In the low price range the choice is usually limited to unpainted
new furniture or to second-hand furniture. In the zmpainted fur-
niture two types are available now, simple Modern or the turned-
leg cottage style. One or the other of these styles should be used
exclusively.
With second-hand furniture a period effect can often be created.
Neo-classic, Victorian, and Empire reproductions and adaptations
are not uncommon in second-hand stores. Interesting old-
fashioned pieces can sometimes be found; others can frequently be
cut down or simplified. The old finish can be removed with paint
remover or with household ammonia and steel wool; however, it is
often possible to apply oil paint over the old finish.
A new bed or beds suitable for a sitting room should be pur-
chased first. The latest forms of folding spring-mattress combina-
tions should be investigated. One model can be converted into a
seat by raising one end somewhat like a hospital bed. Double day
beds are also available. Some studio couches consist of two sepa-
rate single mattresses which are combined into a sofa for the day-
time. A standard twin-size mattress-and-box-spring on legs is
desirable. Some box springs and mattresses are upholstered in good-
looking fabrics at the factory so that they may be left uncovered.

